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About

CONNECTED BY DATA is a campaign to give communities a powerful say in
decisions about data to create a just, equitable and sustainable world. We
want to put community at the centre of data narratives, practices and
policies through collective, democratic and open data governance. We are
a non-profit company limited by guarantee founded in March 2022.

Introduction

Data governance is the process of making decisions about how data is
collected, structured, processed, used and shared. At CONNECTED BY DATA, we
believe the governance of data needs to better account for data’s relational
qualities, collective harms and public value, so we campaign to put community
at the centre of data narratives, practices, and policies.

In a scenario of a striking power imbalance in decision-making around data, the
context-sensitivity of the impacts of data, and disproportionate negative effects
in marginalised communities arising from those decisions, we advocate for
dialogue and participation to build a social licence for data use.

Unlocking the power of data for all is a pressing matter to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals. It is a precondition for just and sustainable
social and economic development through its role in equitably fostering
innovation, research, and efficient public services.
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Focus should be given to the impact that the collection, use and sharing of data
has on people, communities, societies, economies and the environment. This
requires us to complement an individual rights approach to rebalance power
over data, and fully leverage the value of data.

Effective models for collective and participatory governance of data already
exist: using deliberative and democratic models of decisions making to give
affected communities a powerful voice in determining appropriate ways to
share, use and secure benefits from data. Such models need to become the
norm, rather than exception.

Principles
In relation to protecting data, what principles should all governments, companies,
civil society organisations and other stakeholders adhere to.

We believe that both data protection, and work to secure the maximum social
value from data, are best served by approaches to data governance that
recognise data’s relational qualities, collective harms and public value. Such
approaches need to move beyond reliance on individual notice-and-consent, to
enable, encourage and enforce governance structures that give affected
communities a powerful voice. These data governance structures may be
tailored to different contexts, but should be based on the following principles:

■ Collective: data governance should recognise and consider collective
interests in data, not just those held by either individual data subjects,
nor just those of organisations that are data holders and users. This is
important because modern data processing means that data about other
people affects decisions about us (and vice versa), and because data has
an impact on things we benefit from collectively such as a strong,
equitable, healthy society; innovative economy; and diverse and
sustainable environment.

■ Democratic: data governance should ultimately be under the control of
the people and communities that will be affected by it, rather than
organisations that are data holders and users. This can ensure trust and
legitimacy in the decisions being made about data.

■ Participatory: the people and communities who are affected by data
processing should be directly involved in the data governance process.
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There are many models for democratic decision-making, but including
those who are marginalised – the voices of those who wouldn’t otherwise
be heard – is one of the most important aspects of meaningful
participation.

■ Deliberative: decisions should be made based on thoughtful
consideration of evidence and differing points of view, rather than being
made based on gut reactions and identity allegiances. Frequently the
outcomes of data governance need to be nuanced and caveated,
something that can be hard outside deliberative processes. As with
participation, deliberation is resource intensive and while it’s important,
it’s also necessary to match the scope and scale of deliberation with the
importance and impact of the kinds of decisions that need to be made.

■ Powerful: decisions made about data should actually make a difference to
the way in which data gets collected, used, and shared. This might go
without saying, but there have been many participatory and deliberative
exercises around data whose conclusions are never adopted by data
holders; and data advisory boards whose objections to particular data
uses get overruled. Good data governance is only ever going to be
effective if it has teeth.

In practice, these principles rest also on a requirement of meaningful
transparency such that organisations handling data should clearly account for
how they are using that data and how they came to the decisions to use data in
this way, providing evidence about any steps they have taken to consult with
and engage affected communities and stakeholders.

Actions
In relation to protecting data, what key commitments, pledges, or actions should be
taken by different stakeholders – governments, private sector, civil society, etc. - in
order to realize the above-mentioned principles (please be as specific and
action-oriented as possible).

Organisations (public, private and civil society) should commit to including
members of the communities affected by their data collection, use and
sharing at every stage of their decision-making processes. This includes
when:
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■ creating risk and impact assessments;

■ designing data collection exercises and data-driven services;

■ designing the monitoring of the impact of data-driven services;

■ designing the complaints and redress processes around data-driven
decision-making;

■ deciding how and with whom data is shared.

This could occur through individual action from organisations, or through
industry associations and fora. This should take account of affected
communities outside of the territory where an organisation is based.

This should be supported by government action to deliver effective
regulation.

To address the limits of individual consent, the next generation of data
protection laws must integrate individual and collective governance, advancing
from a neoliberal notice-and-consent regime that places responsibility on
individuals to manage their own privacy, towards democratic forms of
governance and collective redress.

Regulatory efforts must account for the rights of “decision subjects” as well as
those of “data subjects”. We understand “decision subjects” as the identified or
identifiable living individual to whom a decision relates. Decision subjects may
be individuals who are the direct subject of a decision (e.g. an automated fraud
check), or they may be communities that are affected by decisions (e.g.
investments in transport infrastructure).

Independent regulatory authorities should be established / strengthened,
including making sure sectoral regulators (e.g. electoral commissions; human
rights commissions etc.) are able to understand and act on the impact of the
collection, use and sharing of data in regulated areas.

Governments should fund centres of expertise in participatory and deliberative
methods, to research and disseminate good practices.

Governments should fund and campaign for data literacy and public awareness,
particularly in marginalised communities.
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Governments and international institutions should lead by example by
demonstrating transparent and accountable practice by releasing information
about: which operational and policy decisions are informed by data; which data
these operational and policy decisions have been informed by; how that data is
used in making those decisions; how decision subjects are informed about this
decision making; how many objections and complaints have been received, who
from, and how they have been acted upon.
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